Abstract. In the presence of a river flood, operators in charge of control must take decisions based on imperfect and incomplete sources of information (e.g., data provided by a limited number sensors) and partial knowledge about the structure and behavior of the river basin. This is a case of reasoning about a complex dynamic system with uncertainty and real-time constraints where bayesian networks can be used to provide an effective support. In this paper we describe a solution with spatio-temporal bayesian networks to be used in a context of emergencies produced by river floods. In the paper we describe first a set of types of causal relations for hydrologic processes with spatial and temporal references to represent the dynamics of the river basin. Then we describe how this was included in a computer system called SAIDA to provide assistance to operators in charge of control in a river basin. Finally the paper shows experimental results about the performance of the model.
Introduction
The SAIH National Programme (Spanish acronym for Automatic System Information in Hydrology) has been developed in Spain with the goal of installing sensor devices and telecommunications networks in the main river basins to get on real time in a control center the information on rainfall, water levels and flows in river channels. One of the main tasks of this type of control centers is to help to react in the presence emergency situations as a consequence of river floods.
During a river flood, operators in charge of control use knowledge about the physical system and hydrologic processes of the river basin to estimate future states and make decisions about defensive actions. The exact details about the physical system and behavior are normally difficult to know and therefore certain simplifications are made in order to provide quick and efficient decisions in the presence of problems. Operators use their experience trying to identify similar situations, either measured in past events or simulated with models, in order to forecast similar outcomes. This is a case of reasoning about the behavior of a complex dynamic system (the whole river basin) with uncertainty and real-time constraints using data recorded by a limited number of imperfect sensors. To help operators in this task with automatic tools, a solution based on traditional mathematical models with deterministic simulation (e.g. [1] [2] ) cannot be directly applied. The probabilistic nature of the rainfall forecast, the uncertainty on model parameters, the noise of sensor measures and the discrepancy between model results and observations are difficult to incorporate into a decision-support system that uses deterministic simulation models, especially if the problem area is composed of many small basins that need to be monitored simultaneously for flash flood warning. In addition to that, numerical forecasts obtained via deterministic simulation models do not include an assessment of their accuracy, so it is a task for decision makers to assign degrees of credibility to the values based on their experience in the operation with the models.
As an alternative approach, we describe in this paper a solution where hydrologic models are formulated as bayesian networks. Bayesian networks can be appropriate to model the intuitive understanding of physical hydrologic processes with an explicit representation of this uncertainty together with a natural representation corresponding to the causal relations typically present in river basins. Based on this approach, we have developed a computer system called SAIDA to provide assistance in making decisions about hydraulic actions during floods.
In this paper we describe first the type of bayesian networks that we have considered with spatial and temporal references to model different hydrological processes. Then we describe how they are integrated and used in the SAIDA tool to help operators in decision-making during floods. Finally we show experimental results corresponding to the evaluation of the performance of the bayesian model.
Modeling Hydrologic Processes as Spatio-Temporal Bayesian Networks
In order to provide an acceptable level of decision support in a real-time context we have designed a model considering the different meaningful hydrologic variables associated to the physical processes of a river basin. For each process, one or several types of causal relations have been identified that constitute the basic pieces for the complete bayesian model. Each variable X i t corresponds to a state (rain, flow, volume, potential damage, etc.) at location i in time t. In the model, time is divided into intervals of fixed duration ∆t (for example, ∆t=1h according to the time interval of the data collection network). The current time interval is identified as time t and past intervals are referred to as t-1, t-2, etc.
As a result of an experimental analysis of physical influences, the general format of the causal relations that we have considered to estimate the value of a physical variable X i with the upstream variable X j is P(
t-k ) (more than one upstream variable can be considered). This type of relation can be used together with a conditional probability that relates X i with the observation E i corresponding to gauge stations in the river basin: P(E i t |X i t ). This relation is especially useful when the hydrologic variable cannot directly measured by a gauge station as it happens for example with raingages.
Process

Causal relations
Partial network Six basic processes have been considered: (1) runoff generation, (2) runoff concentration, (3) discharge propagation, (4) river junction, (5) reservoir operation and (6) potential damages. The first three processes resemble the equations applied in conventional lumped rainfall-runoff modeling (Hortonian infiltration, linear response to rainfall excess and hydrologic flood routing). The runoff generation process represents the causal influence between rainfall and net rainfall and includes two basic relations to estimate basin moisture content and infiltration. Three variables are included in the infiltration model: basin average rainfall R 
The results of model calibration of this model showed a lot of variability that was attributed to the basin initial condition. If the bayesian network is built using the full range of inter-storm curve number variability, the dispersion in the result is so large that many forecasts show flat probability distributions. In this case, instead the first relation of the the previous bayesian model, an alternative causal relation was used for N t in the form of P(
) which includes as additional cause the variable C i (SCS curve number). In real time, the bayesian model uses explicitly an estimate of this parameter as input, which can be provided by the operator using knowledge of initial conditions with the help of a simulation model. In this model, conditional independence between R i t-1 and R i t is assumed considering that the time interval ∆t is large enough (e.g., one hour). This assumption is based on empirical studies of the behavior of torrential rain that presents low persistency and consequently low level of correlation between consecutives values of rain.
The runoff concentration represents the response to rainfall excess. In this case, the variables are N i t-1 , .., and N i t-k , which correspond to net rainfall for k previous time intervals and Q i t the average discharge (in m 3 /s) in the current time interval. The number of temporal intervals of net rainfall (k) is chosen balancing the need to represent the length of the unit hydrograph (an hydrological parameter associated to each river basin) and the need to limit the number of explaining variables to a manageable size. In practice, it should be reduced to three or four intervals. The causal relationship is expressed as P(
Another type of relation corresponds to the process of discharge propagation. This model represents the flow transportation from a certain location (spatial location j) to a downstream location (spatial location i), assuming hydrologic routing. The variables are Q 
. Note that this model uses the decision variable T i (target volume) that describes the management strategy expressed as the desired volume in the reservoir.
Another application in this type of models is the interpretation of the prediction in terms of potential damages. For this purpose, additional relations were included to interpret the hydrologic values. There are two variables for each location with potential flood problems in the river basin: Q In the context of prediction for decision support, it is normally required to make a forecast for several consecutive time steps. In order to perform this process, besides the spatial references of nodes corresponding to the specific locations of physical variables, a temporal extension is required as it is done in dynamic bayesian networks [3] [4] . For this purpose, the elementary bayesian network for each physical process is considered with additional nodes and causal relations corresponding to consecutive timeslices. Figure 2 shows this idea for the case of the reservoir operation. In dynamic bayesian networks, the first order Markov property indicates that the parents of a variable in timeslice t must occur in either slice t or t-1. This is a property that is not always satisfied by the hydrologic processes presented here 1 . For example, in the runoff concentration we have identified the causal relation P(Q 
Operation with the SAIDA Application
SAIDA is a computer system that was developed in a three-year project during 1998-2000 and promoted by the Spanish Ministry of the Environment with the purpose of operating in connection with the information hydrologic systems in several Spanish basins (details about the operation and the complete software architecture of SAIDA can be found at [6] [7] [8] ). SAIDA receives as input the available data provided by sensors about discharge, water level and rainfall at different locations in the river basin. SAIDA provides answers that evaluate the current situation, predict a short term evolution and recommend control actions. The answers are produced with time constraints and the conclusions are justified at a reasonable level of abstraction given that the operator must take the final responsibility of decisions. The bayesian approach was applied for the development of models for prediction as part of the SAIDA system. In this context, SAIDA receives as input: (1) values recorded by sensors about past and recent rainfall in different areas, current discharge at significant locations and water level in reservoirs, and (2) hypotheses of future behavior, i.e. the operator makes hypotheses of values for significant cause variables like future rain based on global meteorological information, future discharge policy of reservoirs (target volume), basin condition expressed in terms of model parameter values (e.g., curve number), etc. SAIDA uses the model of bayesian networks to determine values about future volumes stored in reservoirs and flows at certain locations. The model also provides information about potential damages in areas at risk. All these values are expressed as probability distributions showing a range of potential behaviors according to model uncertainty. Figure 3 shows an example of how SAIDA shows the future evolution of a variable at certain location. The graphical representation shows the probability distribution associated to each time step. The mean values are explicitly connected to show the temporal trend of the variable. This graphical representation is a synthetic image that covers a wide range of potential behaviors for a particular variable taking into account the uncertainty of different processes.
In order to perform total predictions for the whole river basin the local bayesian models are connected and linked to the real-time hydrologic information network.
Individual bayesian models are combined in a larger network, that connects the set of variables according to river basin topology. Inference is carried out with an adaptation of a general inference algorithm for multiply connected networks [9] . SAIDA shows a complete view about the causal relations in a global image (Figure 4) . This global view corresponds to a summarized view of the instantiation of the type of bayesian networks described in the previous section for a particular river (e.g. the Guadalhorce River in Málaga). The model for a particular river basin is built by linking together several instances of the bayesian networks according to the topology of the river basin. Each specific bayesian network for a particular physical process at certain location presents differences (e.g., discrete values and conditional probabilities) compared to another network for the same process at a different location. The window of figure 4 shows a visualization using a color code for each variable that goes from the lowest value (green) to the highest value (red). Each node of the diagram corresponds to a physical process (runoff generation, reservoir operation, etc.). This provides a global image of the causal explanation of flows at different locations. The operator can consult individually the temporal evolution of input, output and intermediate variables displaying additional windows where the probability distributions for different time steps are presented. This user interface is actually an interactive analysis tool where the user can also change the values of some of these variables to produce a new prediction. This feature is very useful to analyze different hydrologic scenarios in an appropriate level of abstraction in the presence of problematic situations.
Following the previous approach several models were developed for the control centers located in Valencia and Málaga (Spain). This section describes details of the case of Málaga to show results about an experimental evaluation. Málaga is located in a flash-flood prone area, at the outlet of two rivers, Guadalhorce and Guadalmedina. Contributing areas to the Guadalhorce and Guadalmedina basins are of 3,158 km 2 and 147 km 2 respectively. The climate is semiarid, with steep slopes covered by brush at the headwaters and irrigated land at the floodplain. Several reservoirs have been built to regulate the Guadalhorce basin and to protect Malaga from flooding. The Confederación Hidrográfica del Sur is the management authority responsible for the operation of the reservoirs during floods.
Physical Process
Spatial location
Causal relations CE A
0.12 92 River junction Guadalhorce G., Conde G.
0.45 82 Data gathered from an automatic data collection network are analyzed at a control center to provide assistance to decision makers in selecting the best management strategies for reservoir operation and to issue warnings to Civil Defense authorities and to the population. Hydrologic information is received at one hour time intervals from 29 raingages, 5 reservoirs (Guadalhorce, Guadalteba, Conde de Guadalhorce, Casasola and Limonero) and from a gaging station in the Guadalhorce river located near Málaga, in Cártama. A deterministic simulation model was taken as the basic framework to build the probabilistic decision model. Hydrological knowledge about a river basin is typically encoded in deterministic simulation models. A great deal of expert knowledge and effort is applied in model formulation, discretization and calibration, using information about the basin, field surveying and data from observed events. After the calibration process, the values of model parameters are only partially known, and they are best described by a confidence interval or a probability distribution. The deterministic model was run with random parameters and forced with a stochastic rainfall simulator, creating a large database of synthetic storms. During the simulations, parameter values were sampled randomly from their estimated probability distributions to obtain an ensemble of basin behaviors consistent with the results of the calibration process. The database of simulated events contains a variety of basin behaviors expressed in numerical values that were converted to the discrete domains of the bayesian network variables. The qualitative time series generated were processed to collect cases as combinations of values for cause variables and the corresponding value for the effect variable.
The resulting models were validated to determine their ability to produce probability distributions that describe accurately the behavior of the deterministic model and are useful for decision making. Two different types of model evaluation were performed: (1) evaluation of bayesian network structure and (2) evaluation of prediction quality. The first type of evaluation was useful to compare different versions of structures of bayesian networks and discrete domains. This evaluation was applied to different versions of bayesian networks that were accordingly refined until a satisfactory version was obtained. In order to evaluate the structure of each bayesian network, the conditional entropy was used. Conditional entropy H is computed with the following equation [10] :
where X represents a node of the network, Y 1 , ..., Y n is the set of parent nodes of X and Y j = y j expresses that the variable Y j gets the qualitative value y j . This parameter estimates the disorder of information, so lower values are considered better results.
The evaluation of the network prediction quality was computed with the accuracy parameter. The accuracy parameter A evaluates the quality of the answers of the bayesian network. This parameter is computed with the formula:
where, i designates a case, P i is the probability assigned by the bayesian network to the corresponding value of the effect variable of case i, and N is the total number of cases.
Bayesian models were calibrated with a set S1 of about 300,000 cases produced by simulation. Another different set S2 with the same number of cases was generated for evaluation of model performance. The number of cases in these sets was adjusted verifying that all combinations of discrete values for each set of nodes cause in S2 should be also be present in S1. This guarantees that the bayesian network learned from S1 includes all the physically possible situations (this requirement was efficiently verified with the help of a particular data structure for the bayesian network that included the combinations derived from S1).
The evaluation of the bayesian network structure was applied to different versions of structures for bayesian networks with different discrete values that were refined until a satisfactory version was obtained. The resulting final values of evaluation parameters for the case of the Guadalhorce and Guadalmedina basins are shown in figure 5 . As shown in the table, all local bayesian networks have a good behavior for the degree of accuracy in accordance to each model level of uncertainty. The resulting values for these parameters after the evaluation process prove that the bayesian networks provide a satisfactory behavior.
Conclusions
The approach for hydrologic prediction presented in this paper is a practical solution to be used in a context of real-time decision support. The proposed model is a case of spatio-temporal bayesian network, i.e. a bayesian network where nodes have both spatial and temporal references. This is a solution that facilitates rational decisions in probabilistic terms as it required in the field of hydrology about future states of a river basin [11] .
A number of solutions have been proposed to generate probabilistic forecasts using deterministic models [12] [13] [14] . However, these solutions show a high degree of artificial mathematical sophistication that makes that, from a practical point of view, a computer system with this approach operates like a black box. In a decision context, on the contrary, it is very important to use a natural representation model closer to the background of decision makers, in order to build confidence in the results produced by the system. Bayesian networks as presented in this paper provide a natural and intuitive description of hydrologic processes based on a symbolic representation with qualitative variables and causal relations. This is very useful to formulate decision models with high levels of abstraction and explicit meaning. The bayesian representation shows explicitly the uncertainties of the information, which is a novelty, compared to classical deterministic models (e.g. [1] [2] ). This feature is useful to show explicitly the degree confidence that the system gives to its own answers. This task is normally performed by operators who give partial credibility to the answers of deterministic simulation models according to their experience with those tools.
Bayesian models can be automatically created using information currently available in flood control centers. For example, these types of models can take advantage of the knowledge about the river basin encoded in a classical deterministic simulation model but also they can easily take advantage of historical information recorded in control centers (e.g., in Valencia the SAIH infrastructure has been recorded hydrological data of near 20 years). This feature favors the transfer of the technology to the operational stage.
The experimental evaluation of the bayesian networks associated to hydrologic processes with data obtained from the river basins in the South of Spain (Guadalhorce and Guadalmedina) showed a satisfactory performance for prediction. This approach was applied to develop part of a software environment called SAIDA which besides the capability of prediction using bayesian networks includes additional features (identification of problem scenarios, recommendation of hydraulic actions, etc.).
Bayesian networks have also been applied in the field of meteorology [15] [16] but, to our knowledge, our approach to model physical processes in the field of hydrology is an original contribution. The success of this development suggests to continue with this work in the following lines: (1) a more extensive use for new river basins in different parts of Spain with additional physical processes (for this purpose the Spanish Ministry of Environment is currently opening a new project), (2) according to the particular type of dynamic bayesian network, alternative inference methods can be applied to gain efficiency, and (3) automatic tools can be designed to facilitate the construction of models (with a suite of software tools for model edition, simulation, and machine learning).
